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GW self-screening error and its correction using a local density functional
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The self-screening error in electronic structure theory is the part of the self-interaction error that would remain
within the GW approximation if the exact dynamically screened Coulomb interaction W were used, causing
each electron to artificially screen its own presence. This introduces error into the electron density and ionization
potential. We propose a simple, computationally efficient correction to GW calculations in the form of a local
density functional, obtained using a series of finite training systems; in tests, this eliminates the self-screening
errors in the electron density and ionization potential.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.121102

The GW approximation [1,2] within many-body perturbation theory is widely used to compute the self-energy in
many-electron systems [3–9], but has limitations. Higher-order
terms beyond GW (known as vertex corrections) include a
“self-screening” correction [10] related to the self-interaction
familiar in density-functional theory (DFT) [11,12]. Attempts
to correct the entirety of the self-interaction error via explicit
vertex corrections have proved challenging [13,14]. We adopt
a physically more direct approach to the self-screening correction.
A GW calculation normally takes a DFT calculation as its
starting point. The goal is to improve the quantities calculated
from DFT, such as the ionization potential (IP) [9]. However,
the self-screening error is known to have an adverse effect
on the IP. Furthermore, the effect of the GW procedure on
the electron density is not widely understood. We focus on
the computation of the electron density from the Green’s
function [15] and IP. We use the space-time method to solve
Hedin’s equations [16]. Thus the GW method can be used
in several flavors: one-shot (G0 W0 ), semi-self-consistency
(GW0 ), and full self-consistency (GW ) [8]. We identify the
self-screening error inherent in all GW calculations via the
use of an effective potential. We then propose a simple and
computationally inexpensive correction term that is a local
potential added to the self-energy and applicable to any GW
calculation. Finally we test our self-screening correction (ssc)
by comparing the GW +ssc electron density and IP to the exact
quantities from systems of few electrons in one dimension
(1D) where the many-electron Schrödinger equation (SE) can
be solved exactly. For these model systems we find that the
spurious effects of the self-screening error on the density and
the IP are removed.
Within GW the screened interaction W amounts to dynamically adjusting the strength of the bare Coulomb interaction between electrons. One merit of the exchange operator of HartreeFock theory is that it exactly corrects the self-interaction error
introduced by the Hartree potential. If the Coulomb interaction
in the Hartree-Fock exchange operator were screened using
the exact irreducible polarizability P , Hartree-Fock’s self2469-9950/2018/97(12)/121102(5)

interaction correction would be improperly reduced, so that
part of the self-interaction error—the self-screening error—
remains uncorrected. It may be thought of as each electron
artificially screening its own presence. It follows that the
self-screening error is largest when screening, and therefore
correlation, is strong [10].
The only source of error in a GW calculation of the hydrogen atom (H) is self-screening because H is a one-electron
system, and the random phase approximation (RPA) screening
is exact for one electron (or strongly localized electrons) as no
electron-hole interactions are present. This is apparent if one
looks at the correlation part of the self-energy for this system,
which should be zero. Instead, it consists of the spurious
self-interaction [17].
We now employ a simple one-dimensional, one-electron
model to investigate the self-energy of a GW calculation.
We compute all densities using our iDEA code [18], which
determines the exact, fully correlated, many-electron wave
function in 1D, as well as our GW densities. The electrons
interact via the appropriately softened Coulomb repulsion
(|x − x  | + 1)−1 [18,19]. The electrons are treated as spinless
to more closely approach the nature of exchange and correlation in systems of many electrons, hence each electron
occupies its own distinct orbital [20]. First, we model one
electron in a 1D atomic potential, Vext = −1.0/(α|x| + 1),
where α = 0.05. The potential loosely confines the electron,
which clearly displays the adverse effect of the self-screening
error on the GW density and energy (described above); see
Fig. 1(a). We observe the effect self-screening has on the
density by comparing the GW density to the exact. As in
this one-electron system, the screening has been accurately
described by the RPA; the self-screening error is the only error
present in the system, thus allowing us to investigate the effect
of self-screening on the correlation part of the self-energy.
Figure 1(a) shows the GW and exact electron densities.
Compared to the exact, the GW density is more diffuse and
its exponential decay is incorrect far from the center. If these
inaccuracies in the density are a result of the self-screening,
the correlation part of the self-energy will be nonzero. First,
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FIG. 1. GW self-screening error for a one-electron atom. (a) The
exact density, fully self-consistent GW density, and the external
potential. The GW density is more diffuse as the electron screens
itself; the decay rate of the density towards the edge of the system is
wrong. (b) The self-consistent GW Hartree and effective exchange
potentials (left scale), and effective correlation potential (right scale)
[see Eq. (1)]. The Hartree and effective exchange potentials cancel
out, but there is a spurious nonzero effective correlation potential that
results in the artificial spreading of the density away from the center
of the system (a). This effective correlation potential is responsible
for the entire self-screening error.

we split the self-energy () into its separate contributions:
 = VH + x + c , the Hartree potential (VH ), exchange term
(x ), and the correlation part (c ). x and c are nonlocal, and
c is energy dependent. To get a clear picture of what effect a
particular part of the self-energy is having on our only occupied
orbital (φ), we define an effective local potential, akin to DFT,

1
eff
(x) =
(1)
VHxc
(x,x  ,ε)φ(x  )dx  ,
φ(x)
where ε is the corresponding eigenenergy [21]. The three parts
VH , Vxeff , Vceff , defined in this way, may be examined separately.
Figure 1(b) shows the Hartree, effective exchange, and
correlation potentials for our one-electron atom. The GW
Hartree and effective exchange potentials completely cancel, as
expected. However, there is a small correlation potential that is
solely responsible for the error in the GW density. We call this
potential the self-screening potential Vss which is present in all
GW calculations of any number of electrons (N ). Examining
the shape of Vss we see this potential acts to draw the density
away from the center of the system.
References [22–25] note that a self-interaction error arises
in the RPA total energy owing to the lack of a vertex in
P . However, our preference is to focus on developing an
effective vertex in the self-energy , in order to retain the
exact polarizability of a one-electron system.
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FIG. 2. (a) An example one-electron finite, homogeneous density
of height n0 = 0.22, compared to the density produced by a selfconsistent GW calculation with the same external potential. The selfscreening error causes the slab to curve as the electron screens itself.
This is illustrated by the self-screening potential. (b) The crosses show
the computed self-screening energy εss per electron of each of the
slab systems, with a cross added for εss (n = 0) = 0. A fit for εss is
applied to these points. The corresponding self-screening potential
Vss is computed as the functional derivative of εss [Eq. (4)].

Reference [26] proposes to correct the self-screening error via an orbital- and spin-dependent screened interaction
and is applicable to methods in which the Green’s function
is constructed from normalized single-particle orbitals. Our
proposed self-screening correction, because it consists simply
of a spatially local potential, is applicable to all flavors of GW .
The potential Vssc [n](x), that, when added to the GW selfenergy GW , strives to yield a self-energy with self-screening
removed,
GW +ssc = GW + Vssc [n](x),

(2)

where the density is obtained from the Green’s function G.
We construct a local density approximation (LDA) for
Vssc [n](x). To do so we choose a set of finite, centrally homogeneous one-electron “density slabs,” as used in Ref. [27] to
construct local density approximations to the overall exchangecorrelation functional of DFT [28]. We use one-electron slabs
because, as we have established, in a one-electron system the
self-screening is the only source of error in a GW calcula12
tion. The density of each slab is chosen to be n0 e−mx +
10−4 e−0.007|x| , where n0 is the height of the slab, and m follows
from normalization; see, e.g., Fig. 2(a). Our set of slabs have a
range of plateau densities 0.03  n0  0.58. For each of these
densities we apply the single orbital approximation (SOA)
[29,30], which is exact for one electron, to obtain the external
potential that defines this slab density. We then use our set of
external potentials to calculate the corresponding exact total
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εss [n(x)] = −an(x)e−bn(x) ,
c

(3)

where a = 4.092 68, b = 9.206 09, and c = 0.536 52.
Next, we compute the local functional derivative, as follows
[31],
Vss (n) = εss (n) + n

dεss
,
dn

(4)

in order to determine the local self-screening potential functional Vss (n) [shown in Fig. 2(b)]. It follows that Vssc [n](x) ≈
−Vss [n(x)], in order for our correcting potential Vssc to cancel
the spurious self-screening of the electrons. Thus, our final
local density functional for correcting the GW self-screening
error is
Vssc [n](x) = ane−bn (2 − bcnc ),
c

(5)

where a, b, and c are given above. When we apply the GW
calculation with our local self-screening correction (GW +ssc)
method to the training slabs, we obtain the exact energy [32].
We test the effectiveness of our self-screening correction
[Eq. (5)] by employing it for GW calculations of various
flavors (including self-consistent GW ) for the one-electron
atom described above, where self-screening is the only source
of error. Figure 3 shows the same one-electron model system
as in Fig. 1; now the fully self-consistent GW +ssc is also
shown. The GW +ssc density is in excellent agreement with
the exact density, with the peak height and decay matching.
(We show below that the IP predicted by the GW +ssc is also
very accurate.) Figure 3 also shows our local self-screening
correction potential Vssc and the GW effective correlation
potential Vceff = Vss ; they cancel out very well, thus removing
the self-screening error, hence showing the success of correcting the self-screening error with a local potential. Here, we
only show the density calculated from self-consistent GW .
However, we also find that our self-screening correction is
equally successful when applied to all of our flavors of GW
for this system.
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energy (E) for each slab density in turn via the single-particle
SE.
Next, we perform a fully-self-consistent GW calculation
for each slab system using the corresponding external potential to obtain the total GW energy (EGW ). We choose
to calculate EGW via the effective potential experienced by
the single electron using Eq. (1)—note this is not the only
means of calculating EGW . To calculate EGW , we construct
eff
). We then solve
an effective potential (V eff = Vext + VHxc
the single-particle SE to find the lowest eigenvalue of this
one-electron system, which is EGW [21]. Finally, we define
the self-screening energy per electron as εss = EGW − E.
Figure 2(a) shows an example of one of our slabs with
height n0 = 0.22. The GW density shows the effect of the
self-screening, and hence is not homogeneous in the central
region whereas the exact is. Figure 2(a) also shows the effective
self-screening potential. Figure 2(b) shows the self-screening
energy as a function of the density εss (n) for our whole range
of slab systems (crosses). We require that εss (n) must be zero
when n = 0 as there is no self-interaction, and therefore no
self-screening error. We then apply a fit to these data yielding
a functional form of the self-screening energy per electron,
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FIG. 3. Applying our self-screening correction to the oneelectron atom of Fig. 1. The GW density is broadened relative to
the exact due to the self-screening error, which is the only error
present in the one-electron system. The self-screening-corrected GW
density is in excellent agreement with the exact, thus demonstrating
the success of our functional. We can see that our self-screening
correction potential successfully acts to cancel the self-screening
potential present in the self-consistent GW calculation, this also has
the effect of correcting the decay of the effective exchange-correlation
(xc) potential far from the finite system.

We also investigate two- and three-electron atoms using
the same form of external potential as the one-electron atom
(above), with α = 0.05 for two electrons and α = 0.02 for
three electrons. Figure 4(a) shows that our self-screening
correction significantly improves the GW density for the
two-electron atom; it corrects the decay rate of the density, thus
improving the predicted IP (see Table I). The density maintains
the incorrect central feature due to the electron-hole interaction
neglected by the RPA in this delocalized region, which could
in principle be corrected by vertex corrections to P [33].
Figure 4(b) shows the effectiveness of our self-screening
correction for the three-electron atom. Again, we find the selfscreening-corrected GW density is in better agreement with the
exact; it corrects the decay rate of the density far from the center
of the system, again improving the predicted IP (see Table I),
and the overall shape of the density. The height of the central
peak remains incorrect, which again suggests a failing of the
approximation to the polarizability P and not the presence of
self screening.
This ssc also improves G0 W0 (one-shot) calculations. In
this case the ssc is applied in the same way as above: The
local potential is added to the self-energy via Eq. (2). When
applied to G0 W0 starting from a conventional LDA calculation,
the density errors are reduced by 16%–50% for these model
systems.
Table I shows the IPs predicted by GW via two different
methods for all three of our atoms, with and without our
self-screening correction. Our first method extracts the IP from
the density, which in principle can be done by determining
the decay rate of the density far from the center of the
2
system, lim|x|→∞ I = 41 ( ∂ ln(n)
) . In practice, we find it less
∂x
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TABLE I. The IPs predicted by GW , and GW with our selfscreening correction, against the exact for the one-, two-, and threeelectron atoms. IPs extracted via the KS potential and QP energies
are shown.

FIG. 4. (a) Applying our self-screening correction to the twoelectron atom. The GW density is again dispersed compared to
the exact. The self-screening corrected GW density is in excellent
agreement with the exact in region 2, where the electrons are strongly
localized as the HOMO orbital is dominant in this region, and so the
RPA gives a good account of the screening. Furthermore, the decay
of the density is corrected, thus improving the IP of the system. In
region 1 the density is less accurate owing to the delocalization of
the electrons leading to electron-hole interactions present that are
neglected in the RPA. Vertex correction to the polarizability would be
required to correct the density in this region [33]. (b) Applying our
self-screening correction to the three-electron atom. The GW density
is once again diffuse compared to the exact. The self-screening corrected GW density is in better agreement with the exact, it corrects the
decay rate and overall shape of the density, again improving the IP of
the system. The height of the central peak remains incorrect, again due
to the electron-hole interactions in this region neglected by the RPA.

N

GW

GW+ssc

Exact

KS

1
2
3

0.908
0.624
0.662

0.900
0.610
0.641

0.900
0.611
0.642

QP

1
2
3

0.908
0.577
0.675

0.900
0.577
0.654

0.900
0.611
0.642

highest occupied KS eigenvalue which is the negative of the
IP. When calculated in this way, the GW +ssc IP is strikingly
accurate. (Similar results are obtained for non-self-consistent
versions of GW .) We expect our ssc to similarly correct the
IP for any N -electron system as localization becomes absolute
far from the center of the system. Hence, in this region, the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is dominant and
the RPA gives a good account of the screening. Therefore,
the decay rate of the GW +ssc density is very accurate and
thus so is the IP. This can be seen in Fig. 4 [region 2 in
Fig. 4(a)]. Second, we calculate the IP via the quasiparticle
(QP) energies. In contrast to the HOMO energy, these QP
energies are affected by the electron-hole interactions present
in the two- and three-electron atoms, hence the predicted IPs
are not as accurate relative to extracting the IP from the density,
but are generally improved by the ssc; see Table I.
In conclusion, we propose a simple self-screening correction which is a local potential added to the self-energy of any
GW calculation. The correcting potential is a local functional
of the electron density. We find that the self-screening error is
removed from our GW calculations of various test systems
when our correction is employed. The electron density is
significantly improved for all systems studied. In one-electron
systems, and regions of high localization in many-electron
systems, the density is almost exact. Beyond our self-screening
correction, electron-hole corrections to the screening would
be required in the delocalized regions. Furthermore, the IPs
predicted by GW are improved by our correction. The method
we used in this Rapid Communications for deriving our selfscreening correction can be performed in three dimensions.

computationally onerous to determine the exact Kohn-Sham
(KS) potential corresponding to the GW density for each
atom in turn using the algorithm of Ref. [18] and obtain the
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